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Niche Zero Grinder: game changing design for fabulous tasting speciality
coffee

Single dose grinder with virtually zero retained grind for the best taste in coffee

(PRWEB UK) 20 September 2017 -- The Niche Zero is a new premium quality coffee grinder, designed to
shake up the prosumer market by being the first of its kind to retain virtually no grind. After a very successful
two weeks on crowdfunding platform Indiegogo it has surpassed its initial funding target, with two weeks still
to go.

It has been favourably featured in a wide range of respected publications including: Perfect Daily Grind, Daily
Coffee News, Coffee Forums UK and has also been exhaustively tested and reviewed by internationally
respected coffee expert Dave C. Read the full independent review in Niche Zero reviews.

The innovative Niche Zero features 63mm conical burrs that you would normally expect to find in a £1200
grinder and has been meticulously developed to be one of the quietest on the market. After all, no one likes to
wake up or be irritated by the sound of coffee being ground in the morning. The Niche Zero consistently
delivers brilliant grind quality which is confirmed by Dave C, “The Niche will absolutely blow away any
grinder up to £800 and totally match any grinder of £1200 and possibly beyond.”

Grind size can be quickly and precisely changed from fine to coarse with one simple twist, meaning you can
effortlessly produce perfect grind suitable for a full range of coffee styles and brewing methods from espresso
right through to pour over and French press. Mark B, who helped Dave C review the Niche Zero, brewed V60
and French press and commented, “The dosing with the Niche was impressive. Add your exact dose, plus one
bean and you get at least your dose out (at constant grinder settings). No purging nor sweeping out of chutes.”

With the Niche Zero, the single dose work flow is elegant and simple, meaning you only grind the exact
amount of beans you need just before you want them, allowing you to keep all the rest of your precious beans
fresh and safely stored away. “It made using the naked portafilter fun again,” explained Dave C.

The Niche Zero means home users finally have a gateway to truly amazing 3rd wave premium coffee, with no
need for a commercial grinder. This is the simple to use, single dose grinder that consumers have been asking
for.

Backed by professionals, the Niche Zero has been described as a “game changer” with an “aluminium body and
wood accents that give a nice blend of organic and modern.”
Join the 100’s of speciality coffee lovers who have already backed the Niche Coffee Indiegogo campaign and
be one of the first to own the revolutionary Niche Zero.

http://www.prweb.com
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Contact Information
Martin Nicholson
Niche Coffee Ltd
http://www.nichecoffee.co.uk
+44 7941518490

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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